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Whatever the topic, whether it's work, person or issue, it can often lead to many different topics. Share these topics and discuss them separately to get more out of it. Book description One of the darkest moments a poker player feels is when he realizes that his knowledge of playing a particular hand is
incomplete if he doesn't have an understanding of how to play every hand in his area. Of course, a player can't think of every hand in their area, but by understanding theoretically perfect poker information, they can quickly design a balanced selection using the right betting scale in the game.     This book
teaches you the right poker knowledge and allows you to create betting scales and scales that win better players. The aim of this book is not to create complex and abstract theories, but to create theories that can be put in place immediately to produce better overall results.     Confusing concepts such as
overbooking, balancing multiple betting scales, active betting, a bet as a forward lifter, etc. are critical to a player's strategy, even if only a few players implement or discuss it. After reading this book, you should not only be able to understand these ideas conceptually, but also know how to incorporate
them into your strategy so that you can successfully face strong opponents. Author: Matthew Janda has loved poker his whole life, played poker with friends since high school and participated in online poker during college. Although he first studied corporate economics at UCLA, game theory courses
aroused his interest in poker theory and optimal gaming. Currently, Matthew also makes poker training videos for the CardRunners website, all theoretically based, designed to teach players the necessary mathematical knowledge to improve skills without unnecessary or practical details. He never
discusses which game is best for a particular hand, but uses a computer program to reveal to us which action he thinks is best for everyone with a hand across his territory.     Matthew enrolled in medical school in 2013 in the hope that one day he would become a doctor. He is currently studying for a
compulsory vocational course, but poker is still his favorite hobby. The book aims to develop and explain the mathematics and theory behind Infinity Texas Hold'em, focusing on how to deal with perfect or theoretically optimal opponents. The book also shows how many talented and hard-working
profitable players there are on the field, making the book's approach as progressive as it is a player.    The theory and the cards in the book are locked in a six-person table game. The six-person table is my strength, and almost all my innings are done at the six-person table. However, almost all the
concepts discussed in this book can be applied to nine-person tables and standalone tables, and many theories are also useful in other poker games, such as Omaha. It is important to note that this book ignores (or simply mentions) some important poker concepts. Life management skills, money
management skills, mood management, understanding the training of reading cards - these are all very important skills that every great player has to master. However, these issues have been discussed in detail on countless occasions elsewhere. That's why my goal is to formulate theoretical concepts as
clearly as possible so that unnecessary mathematics and terminology don't hinder your learning. To achieve this, I often use the pronoun we. There are two main reasons for this. First of all, it helps us develop the right ways of thinking: we are a team with the same goal to greatly improve your
understanding of poker theory and make you a better poker player. Secondly, analyzing card games and poker concepts in multiple corners at the same time is often too difficult to achieve. So by using us at the beginning of sentences and paragraphs, you know from the beginning from the point of view
from which we analyze the hand. Finally, note that the book is divided into 16 sections: focusing on theoretical content and examples. Focusing on theory is the main part of this book, which provides the information needed to balance the scope of the cover card with the scope of the bet. The case section
of this book put the theory into practice and tells us how players who try to use theory mainly for the best strategy balance their range. All the problems in the game have been thoroughly investigated. This article is prohibited from printing or editing Matthew Janda's book Application of No Limit Hold'em is
a guide to a theoretically optimal game. It reveals and explains the theory of NL Hold'em. The author focuses on the game conditionally against ideal or theoretically optimal opponents. A professional often uses the approach envisaged in the book. Janda doesn't deny that many successful players may not
even be aware of the concepts she suggests in the book and continue to show ical ical. However, he is confident that poker players who are well versed in theory will be able to detect and exploit errors and hide leaks better than others. The book material is mainly aimed at 6 max games because it is the
author's nuclear discipline, but Matthew argues that almost all thoughtful concepts can be used on 9 max and HU tables, and some of them are suitable not only for Hold'em but also for other types of poker, for example Matthew Janda's «Apps from No-Limit Hold'em» by downloading it in PDF format。 or
buy a book on Amazon.The author tried to pass on theoretical concepts to readers without burdening them with unnecessary mathematics and terminology. The book is divided into 16 sections. They contain theory and hand examples. The writer used the Flopzilla program to analyze his hands. A little bit
about the author: Matthew Janda can be called a poker theorist. The guy did pretty well in online poker, but he was forced to leave the game after Black Friday in the U.S. The poker player liked card games from his youth, and in college he was interested in game theory. He has made several videos of
poker theory using computer programs. The purpose of these videos is to educate poker players in mathematical concepts. *Disclaimer: This website is not related to us. We're just share information for a better world. Let's fight the coronavirus. We believe that everything on the Internet must be free. So,
this tool is designed for free to download documents from the Internet. We are not connected to any website. We are not responsible for the content. You are responsible for your download. Book description: One of the scariest moments of a poker player's career occurs when he realizes that his
knowledge of playing a particular hand well is incomplete without further understanding of how to play every other hand in his area well. This task would be impossible if a player really had to think of all the other hands in their area, but by understanding theoretical sound poker, they can quickly design
balanced boxes using the right bet size when playing. No-Limit Hold em's apps teach theoretical sound poker and thus the ability to create bet sizes and ranges that outperform better players. The theory of this book is not designed to be complex or abstract, but is intended to be applied immediately to
produce better overall results. Many confusing concepts, such as overkill, balancing multiple bets sizes, donk betting and lifting a chek as a preflop raiser, are crucial to a player's strategy despite the fact that few players implement or talk about them. And once you have read this book, you should not only
be able to conceptually understand these ideas, but also know how to start incorporating them into the game and thus successfully compete against tough opponents. Book details: Author Matthew Janda Isbn 1880685558 File size Year 2013 Pages 494 Language English File format PDF Category Other
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